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RECOMMENDED

XTERMIN8R is formulated to chemically act on heavy layers
of carbon, copper, nitro, moly, and lead and is one of the
best all-round cleaners in the VELDT Marksman arsenal.

REMOVAL OF HEAVY
AND BAKED ON CARBON FOULING.
GREASE,MOLY,OILS and copper.

The carefully selected balance of chemicals acts fast and
suspends residual unwanted ions, containing them in the
solvent without hampering the effectiveness of the
cleaning process.

COMPATIBILITY

Ammonia-free with a candy scent, the XTERMIN8R might
smell gentle but packs a knockout punch when it comes to
removing unwanted residue and fouling. Fast, quick,
reliant, and to the point cleaning for the next generation
rifleman.
60 ml | VLD - X8R60
150 ml | VLD - X8R150

RECOMMENDED DI RECTI ONS
BORE CLEANING

AR,BOLT AND CARRIER
PISTOLS
REVOLVERs
OLDER Neglected WEAPONS
LEGAL DISCLAIMER
Neither VELDT MARKSMAN nor the seller is
responsible for how the user applies, handles or
manipulates this product.
Neither VELDT MARKSMAN nor the seller is liable for
warranties lost or implied
nor any direct or indirect damage and injuries
sustained, that might occur as a result of product
misuse or acts conducted by the user. The user must
read and keep to the directions supplied.

STEP 1
STEP 2

Secure and unload the firearm.

Please read the technical data sheet on our website:
www.veldtsa.com

Wet 3 patches with XTERMIN8R and push through the barrel. Run patches slowly
through to give solvent time to react with the bore surface.

Not for human or animal consumption.

STEP 3

Run 15 passes through using a nylon brush soaked in XTERMIN8R. Do not use a
brass brush.

STEP 4

Wet another 3 patches with XTERMIN8R, run through, then leave the product in
the bore for 3-5 minutes. Extend the time for extreme fouling.
Do not leave the product in the firearm overnight.

STEP 5

Continuously run dry patches through until the patches gather no residue at the
barrel tip.

STEP 6

Before storing your firearm dampen a patch with GT150 GUN OIL, run it through
the bore as this will prevent rust and dust from settling on your firearm. For long
term storage use RIFLEARMOR.

STEP
7
PLEA S E NOTE

Always test the product on barrels and coatings before
application.
Keep out of reach of
children.
Store in a cool, dry place away from direct sunlight.

Cu
MAKE USE OF
GLOVES

BLUE COPPER
INDICATOR

USE EYE
PROTECTION

Always run a clean, dry patch through the firearm before use to prevent any
obstructions
This product is not intended for use on wood, varnishes, coatings, plastic and
polymers. It may not harm it but it was not intended for this purpose.

SPECI AL ABI LI TY

Try out our range of COMPATI BLE products

XTERMIN8R is the best all round bore cleaner in the
industry. Twice as quick and removes more copper and
carbon per patch than the competition.
XTERMIN8R was specifically designed to limit spills and
concentrate solvent on the patch. Carefully selected
chemicals assist the solvent with saturating the patch
and keep the chemical on the patch and not running all
over the show. This bore cleaner also changes to a bright
blue on contact with copper, solving the copper problem
whilst routine cleaning.
Superior cleaning ability with precision chemical
technology for the precision enthusiast.

BORE CLEANING COMBO

This is all you will need as an average
marksman just needing to clean your
firearm without specialized whoo ha.
VELDT Bore Cleaning Combo Pack consists
of 2 lubricants and the best bore cleaner
you will ever use.
GT 150 is an all-around traditional gun oil
for preventing rust and repelling water.
RIFLEARMOR with its microtechnology dry
film will leave your metal parts under a
shield of protection, whether it is for longterm storage or the harsh environment it is
exposed to.

